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Customizable App
Use our powerful design tool to create advanced forms
to run in the personalizable App. Use the template
wizard and standard snippets as a starting point for
creating more advanced forms to simplify data capture
in the field.

Secure document sharing

Validate data sent
back to systems

Send data back to your
systems
securely
Trigger
processes

Capture OnTheGo is a mobile solution that allows
remote workers to capture real-time data in the
field. Improve the speed of your communications,
automatically trigger processes and reduce scanning,
manual paper processing, errors and lost documents.
This end-to-end solution is fully customizable and
capable of receiving customer jobs that include
customer data, photos, signatures, GPS coordinates
and time stamps.

Distribution to
remote workers
Capture

Capture OnTheGo, a highly
customizable data capturing
solution

Only new real
time data is
merged into the
system

Mobile friendly HTML forms that are ready for download
are securely pulled to the App. Once downloaded, they
remain in the user‘s library even when offline.
What‘s more, users and user groups can easily be
managed so that they only have access to what they are
entitled to, and what is relevant for them.
With Capture OnTheGo, documents can also be sorted
and searched by client name or category.

Features
Mobile application
Offline library
PDF and image annotation
User data can be validated online
and offline

Offline capable
What happens when there’s no Internet connection?
Forms can be filled in, validated and submitted even
when offline. They will be queued until Internet access is
available on your device and sent right away. Status icons
let you know when they have been received.

Minimize bandwidth use

Wireless printing

Because only new data needs to be sent back to your
system, you save a lot of bandwidth and maximize the
responsiveness of the App.

Admin console

Multimedia content

Remote document management
Manage users, user groups,
documents and other parameters
Custom banners can be used to
brand the App
Workflow automation, to and
from the App

Beyond user data, additional content can also be
captured, such as signatures, pictures with annotations,
handwritten content and geolocation coordinates.

Trigger internal processes
Thanks to its workflow automation feature, follow-up
actions and processes, such as system updates (e.g.:
CRM, ECM) or invoicing, can be triggered by submitting
a form.

Windows 10, IOS and Android
compatible
Capture and send data, including
multimedia content
Online and offline modes
Process status icons

NOW available as an
all-inclusive subscription

Options are available, contact your
sales rep for more information.

Typical Applications
Proof of delivery

Inspection

Customer onboarding

Field service management
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